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Abstract: We discuss anticipation as a particular type of future focused thinking.
Based on our own design and research practices we position the anticipative mode of
thinking and acting in relation to design approaches that are oriented towards
qualities of becoming and sense-making. We argue that the act of anticipation in a
design context holds the aspect of making artefacts that create openings in the fuzzy
reality and act as imaginative probing instruments in the complexity of continuously
evolving transformation processes as they occur in our research field: the field of
urbanity. In this context, we feel that developing tactics of attentiveness and the
competence to anticipate can enhance both the capacity of 'seeing' (as a creative,
imaginative act) so-called Kairotic moments and grasping the opportunities to
construct and actualise possible futures.
Keywords: anticipation; presencing; sense-making; becoming

Reader's guide
This paper features two voices, both expressing design thinking. One talks discursively,
grappling and toying with concepts, in an attempt to draw a frame of thought (part 1-4).
Independently from the discursive voice, the other voice narrates visually and associatively,
in an attempt to instantiate the concrete design acts that belong to this frame of thought
(part 5-7). Together, they construct an argument on anticipating gestures in artefactual
realities. The argument is developed from lines of inquiry that originate in two different
research practices. One is a solo research practice that operates on the level of direct
embodied immersion in messy urban conditions, adopting a micro perspective. Here,
carefully instructed and rigorously enacted close encounters with an environment are
developed to bring forward latent tangible and intangible aspects of urbanity (instances 5-6).
The other research practice is based on design projects developed within multidisciplinary
collectives and involves modeling on a macro, i.e. regional, scale and scope to question
current urbanization concepts and principles by critical, utopian design. (instance 7).
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-Non Commercial 4.0
International License.
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Although, being very different in scale, scope (micro - macro) and overall set up (solo team), the design projects developed within both these practices aim to act as probing
instruments that carve out openings in the present and with which we attempt to access and
activate the hidden layers of what can be considered the future present.
"How can we learn to better sense and connect with a future possibility that is seeking
to emerge? How can we act from the future that is seeking to emerge, and how can
we access, activate, and enact the deeper layers of the social field?" (Scharmer, 2009,
p.8)

The quality of design as anticipative mode of thinking.
Generally, the broad field of design - being concerned with change - seems to relate
seemingly natural to the equally broad field of future-focused thinking. In this paper we
focus on a more specific aspect of this broad field and relate it to a specific design approach.
We discuss anticipation as a particular type of future focused thinking. Based then on our
own design and research practices we position the anticipative mode of thinking and acting
in relation to design approaches that are oriented towards qualities of becoming and sensemaking.
Etymologically "to anticipate" comes from “acting in advance”, and is based on “anticipare”
from “ante-“ “before” and “capere” to “take”(Oxford Dictionary, n.d.). Anticipation is taking
something in advance and acting before something might happen. The term is linked to
notions of preparation, expectation and valuing something probable. Different modes of
anticipation can be distinguished in which different types of design can play a role. One
might argue that the success of an anticipative act is dependent on reliable information
about evolutionary trends. Scientific analyses of different phenomena then come to the fore
as a privileged partner. It has been said that sciences have an interest in the future that is
predominantly explanatory and oriented towards gaining understanding in what the future
will bring. Therefore the methodology in (natural) sciences aims at controlling reality by
emphasizing systematic procedures of actions, in order to develop stable knowledge. This
stable knowledge is meant to be the resource for prediction. Wolfgang Jonas states in that
respect that
"science is aiming at predictability, thus needs stable models, which deliver 'the same'.
Science has to purify its models in order to transfer them from vague hypotheses into
prediction machines." (Jonas, 2012)

In contradistinction, design, according to Jonas aims at "single new phenomena that have to
fit various unforeseeable conditions" (Jonas, 2012). He emphasizes that "design has to
intentionally create variations, differences, because the 'fits' dissolve, fade away, get oldfashioned" (Jonas, 2012). In this light, we argue that the competence to anticipate is not only
dependent on the availability of data, facts and knowledge but equally requires a designerly
capacity to work confidently with the unknown and the unpredictable. This latter capacity is
essential when operating in conditions of complexity, uncertainty, and dynamics of
continuous transformations that involve people and their environment. Apart from the
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necessary stable explanatory knowledge people also need to be able to engage in processes
that allow them to make sense of and give significance to the environment they inhabit,
based on the continuous evolvement of experiences, emotions and values. These so-called
secondary-sense data are the primary resources to generate meaningful interactions
between the environment and its inhabitants. Secondary-sense data are geared towards
interactions that focus on transformations in the world. This implies that what is at stake
here is not really prediction but rather a preparing, in the generative sense, of some things
that might happen in the future. And this is a matter of anticipation. Transformations that
involve people and their interactions are always only partially predictable. In our experience,
in design and artistic research a lot of expertise is being developed in actively involving
secondary-sense data. Therefore, we suggest that developing the anticipative mode of
thinking and acting in a design context can meaningfully contribute to future-oriented
research and can complement the prediction-oriented mode of thinking in the sciences. In
this context, anticipative acts aim at dealing with shape-shifting aspects of reality. Design
and design research then offer a fertile context to enrich and strengthen anticipative
competences and actions that enable to access, embrace and navigate through that what is
fuzzy, slippery and changing. In such fuzzy conditions, anticipating the 'to-come' or the 'notyet' is considerably depending on the strength of imagination as the mode of thinking that
can deal with the gaps in the explicitly known and with latent and hidden aspects. The
imaginative mind departs from a different attention to the world, one that is able to
construct a dialogue with the unknown and hence, enables to learn from the future, and to
anticipate on different grounds than prognosis.
In our research practices we construct a kind of designerly 'spectacles' and 'binoculars' to
study phenomena of urbanity. They allow to 'see', in the imaginative sense, latent aspects of
the urban condition and to observe different states of becoming and as such, they serve as
instruments of anticipation. In the field of urbanism the research approach is often guided
by scientific analysis, prognosis, and extrapolation of different trends into the future. This
approach risks being insufficient because in urbanism the complexity of overlapping timeand scale frames create a problematic that, in our opinion, is impossible to grasp by mere
analysis, engineering and explicit knowing. Therefore, we suggest to add the strength of
imagination to analysis to access seemingly closed or absenced perspectives on the urban
future. In this situation, anticipation requires the development of a specific tactic of
attentiveness. We are surrounded by multiple 'becomings' in which we, wittingly or
unwittingly, take part. A conscious tactic of designing can help to intensify our attention to
these becomings. Making artefacts is then a way to open up our minds for things that might
happen. The projects and artefacts, we make, are conceived to frame openings through
which latent aspects of urbanity emerge and invite us to participate in a process of
continuous reattribution of meaning and value. The focus is on making latent aspects of our
current reality present such that they enable us to connect to and make sense of the future
urbanity that erupts from the present urbanity in a continuous process of becoming.
“When you cut into the Present the Future leaks out” (Burroughs, 1976)
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Anticipation and attentiveness: flirting with Καιρος
Throughout its existence, mankind has developed many concepts of time. Future-focussed
thinking assumes sensitivity for these differentiated concepts of time and how they
influence our thinking and acting. Future comes via Old French from Latin “futurus” and is
the future participle of “esse”, “being”. It goes back to the stem “fu-“, which ultimately
comes from “to grow, to become” (Oxford Dictionary, n.d.). Future indicates a time of not
yet (completed, fulfilled…) and still to come. Therefore, future can be understood as the
time to come and as particular form of becoming because it closely connects to a state of
prior to, and in front of being. In a design context we are particularly intrigued by the spatial
and embodied dimensions of time, how these 'becomings' get materialized and embodied.
For instance, while we consider the future to be in front of us and the past behind us, the
ancient Greeks stood facing the past, the future being behind them. We experience concepts
of time generally as being quite abstract and intangible but the ancient Greeks impersonated
different types of time by creating gods. More specifically, we are thinking of the Ancient
Greek personifications of two complementary modes of time Καιρος (Kairos) and Χρόνος
(Chronos). The former is referred to as ‘the god of just the right moment’ and ‘god of the
opportune moment’, while the latter is ‘the god of chronological time’. A clear introduction
to these concepts of time is provided by Hermsen (2014) on the basis of their figuration:
Καιρος, the youngest son of Zeus, is regularly portrayed with winged feet and shoulders
holding a pair of scales. His posture attentively bows towards the balance, while a strand of
hair from his otherwise bold head falls forward. This glinting lock suggests that whenever
Καιρος passes by, one has to be able to grasp him before the opportune moment elapses. As
a result, until the sixteenth century, Καιρος sparked imagination as the embodiment of time
that holds chances, of time that is significant. Moreover, his figure is closely related to a
profound encounter with beauty, insight and creativity. Fundamentally, Καιρος is a strategic
concept to break free, interrupt and transgress the chronological time of Χρόνος. This god,
who is the grandfather of Καιρος, has a long beard and holds a sandglass in his hands. He is
counting; measuring the time that continuously ticks away. Relating back to modes of
anticipation the Kairotic concept of time can be considered to be active in anticipating the
unknown and the unpredictable; while the Chronological concept of time then seems to be
more related to anticipating to what is (at least partially) known by means of predicting.
Χρόνος describes a quantitative time that structures our lives by endless repetition in
contrary to “the critical time of opportunity where something could happen” (Cocker, 2010).
Since classical antiquity, moments "wherein something could happen" are connected to
chance, contingency and unpredictability. When opportune moments transgress
chronological time, unstable characteristics of reality – and our experience of it – become
present. In this interval, the known, the routine and the predictable are transgressed by that
what is unknown, unstable, and incalculable. As a result, we do not longer experience a
chronological line but we are confronted by an intertwinement of past, present and future.
In the kairotic moment all times are present simultaneously.
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The unpredictability of the kairotic moment brings to anticipation a sense of excitement and
beckons to pleasure-full, adventurous and sensual ways of relating. By the pre-stage of
acting beforehand, it is likely that bounds are still ‘in the air’, delicate and young. This
position requires tactics of attentiveness that relate to competences of sensing,
encountering and interrelating. In this context, it is important to notice that anticipation is
not only taking action upon something that might happen, but that it is simultaneously a
form of exposing oneself to the desirable. Thus, anticipation is also linked to excitement,
hope, hopefulness and suspense while being outwards oriented. As a result, anticipation is
an outwards and future oriented act driven by desire. As such, it is a strong force that
propels the anticipating designer and thereby the anticipative design practice into multiple
becomings. Even though this venture is not without risk, obstacles, failings and defects, the
temptation - Καιρος - is too strong to resist. We propose that anticipation as a form of
becoming that is based on external forces, located in the confusing, blurry and messy world
we live in, is a kind of flirting with Καιρος, with the opportune moment, with chance and
risk. The etymology of flirting learns that “fl-“ and “-irt” “suggest sudden movements”
(Oxford Dictionary, n.d.). In that sense, flirting requires a feel for the sudden and opportune
moment, while requiring courage towards the open-endedness of it. Gavin Butt pointed out
how flirting can offer alternative ways of relating to “serious matters” in general and
especially to seriousness in the context of scholarship and academia (Butt, 2006). Butt
emphasizes, based on Adams Philips book On Flirtation (1994), not to oppose flirtation to
the serious but rather grasping it as an “odd or unusual engagement” with it (Butt, 2006).
This frivol, playful and pleasurable way of acting and relating is powerful because of the
sustaining desire in it. We consider Butt’s plea for flirtatious ways of doing (art,
performance, writing and research) to be a specific style of anticipating because of the
interest it takes in contingency and because it encourages a specific way of knowing.
“So, flirtation puts into play what it knows. Indeed this play is the very way in which it
knows what it knows. It is not that flirtation is antithetical to epistemology but rather
that what it knows it does so through the promise of this Perhaps. […] Or, in Phillips
formulation, we can understand the epistemology of flirtation by understanding the
ways in which it ‘eroticizes the contingency of our lives by turning doubt – or
ambiguity – into suspense’” (Butt, 2006).

In our research practices, the anticipative design projects and anticipative design acts aim to
materialize this suspense. They attempt to create a window of opportunity through which a
view on what otherwise remains invisible and hidden is offered. They probe and poke the
present in attempts to invite the opportune moment for the creation of future possibilities.
An opportune moment is not powerful in itself. It is Nietzsche who warns us, that we will
need "five hundred hands" to grasp Καιρος (Hermsen, 2014). Nietzsche’s metaphorical
instruction underlines the active role of the subject, as well as the requirement of a skilful
body and mind in a kairotic moment. Therefore, grasping Καιρος demands actions and
perceptions that allow a subject to notice and to respond to the potentials of the moment. It
seems then that a strong tactic of attentiveness is needed here and we suggest that such a
tactic involves making things present in the form of anticipative designs that act as
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invitations to encounter and connect with a future yet unknown in a flirty, that is - openended and risk-taking, manner.

Presencing the future
Flirtatious anticipative acts are not only future and outward orientated, they also express
our ability to encounter and connect with possible futurities and with others “including nonhuman others” (Braidotti, 2006). By these anticipative gestures we explicitly and deliberately
reach out for, and thereby practice the, bumping into anything or anyone that is new,
unknown, unseen and unheard of. Each stretch towards this trains a form of try-out sensing
and engaging that is in any case situated and situational. As a result, an anticipative act
should not be conceived in isolation or abstraction. Nor it should be considered without any
erratic aspect connected to it. Rather, anticipative gestures and movements are latent until
situations and sites entice them. They mess up reason, by appearing unannounced and
without clear reasonable motive from the outside. Precisely this specific characteristic of
anticipative acting and thinking resonates well with latent possibilities and potentialities of
the unknown future. The desire to respond by flirty, anticipative gestures to an unknown
future connects the practitioner to the latent while it dissociates him/her from the urge to
pin down thoughts into hermetic constructs of logics and neat synthesis. In our research we
are driven by the desire to access the latent, which we imagine to run like a layer of fluid
magma underneath the manifest stony reality. By creating little openings in this already
formed reality, we stimulate our imagination to form other realities. The latent however, is
elusive and basically formless. So, in order to grasp its potentials it needs to be made
present in an imaginative way. Hence, what is at stake in anticipative making of the
unknown, the unheard of and the new is the problem of form. This problem lies of course at
the heart of every design practice. However, and especially in anticipative acting, form must
not be interpreted too narrowly. Sanford Kwinter says that
"the use of the term ‘form’ must not be interpreted in the poor sense as in
‘formalistic’, but in reference to the largely unthought-of dimension of all active
patterning processes in the universe, comprising linguistic, social, political, and
biological behaviours and forms, in addition to aesthetic ones." (Kwinter, 2001, p.6)

Kwinter discusses the emergence of form in relation to the notion of 'virtuality', which is
based on Bergson’s concept of the virtual. The term 'virtual', although it has also an aspect
of being hidden and invisible, has a more active or activating aspect than the term ‘latent’,
which bears a more passive connotation. Kwinter says about the virtual that
"it does not have to be realised, but only actualised – activated and integrated – and
that the actual does not resemble the virtual as something preformed or pre-existing
itself. The relation of the virtual to the actual is therefore one not of resemblance but
rather of difference, innovation or creation." (Kwinter, 2001, pp.9-10).

In this context, we conceive the latent as the virtual potentiality that drives, guides, and
generates form in actual and physical reality. Designed artefacts then offer a very concrete
and materialized medium for latent possibilities to come into being and to become
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knowledgeable through the act of form-giving. Consequently, form-giving is essential in our
(research) practices precisely because the latent reality that is anticipated comes into being
through the act of making. In other words, each act of anticipation holds an aspect of
sensing the latent through making and bringing into 'artefactual' reality. We adopt here
Scharmer's term presencing, "the blending of sensing and presence" (Scharmer, 2009,
p.163). The anticipated reality is a presenced, made and artefactual reality that "mediates
between the abstract and the concrete, between the real and the virtual, between present
and future" (Janssens, 2012). This kind of mediating can be conceived as a particular form of
becoming. The reality that is designed, projected, drawn...is not real, yet present in the
etymological sense of being at hand and before being, from "prae" "before" and "esse" "to
be"(Oxford Dictionary, n.d.). In other words, in the act of presencing, external influences are
incorporated and internal affects are ‘ex-corporated’, or brought outwards. ‘In’ and ‘ex’
mediate and emulsify. As a result, the anticipator and that what is anticipated remain in the
open-ended state of becoming, keeping a sense of suspense and longing. In a design
context, presencing, like we described it above, seems to us a vital component of researching the future. Presencing is a process that needs to be kept open and running in
order to provide a fertile breeding ground for anticipation. This requires the anticipative
designer to have a specific skill and intelligence that keeps thinking and acting supple and
agile. Consequently, one of the mayor challenges in this type of research is to create and
work with a kind of propelling, ever shifting hypothesis that allows a form-giving that does
not close off and annihilates the contingency and complexity of the moment but rather
reflect it in a heterogeneous, unexpected and imaginative manner.
The specific skill and intelligence we are looking for in this anticipative context can be
brought in relation to the earlier discussed Ancient Greek rhetoric of Καιρος. ‘The opportune
and right time’ (Καιρος) can be connected to mêtis, a skilful and intuitive intelligence, and to
techné a knowing-when knowledge:
“Techné is thus a practice of mindfulness, which — against the reactions of impulsive
habit — holds back, bides it time. It is the art of knowing-when, of catching the limit
off-guard. Techné is associated with an attendant form of cunning intelligence (mêtis)
and a mode of time characterized by opportunism, the ‘right time’ (kairos). ” (Cocker,
2012)

Techné is here not conceived in the strict sense of practical and technical knowledge. Rather,
it is an unsettling kind of knowledge that comes into being by responding to situations that
are new, contingent and unpredictable. Techné is “a model of known-not knowledge”
(Cocker, 2012), that allows us to work within and with the indeterminacy of presencing. As a
result, techné is also situational and continuously changing. Techné’s companion mêtis, is
especially interesting because of its concrete orientation towards seizing opportunities.
According to Cocker, mêtis:
“implies a complex but very coherent body of mental attitudes and intellectual
behaviour which combine flair, wisdom, forethought, subtlety of mind, deception,
resourcefulness, vigilance, opportunism [...].” (Cocker, 2012)
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Frequently, mêtis is understood as feeling one’s way and as a form of guessing. Though,
mêtis is more specific. It is an improvisational adaptability to the logic of the moment, “like
the catching of the wind or turn of the tide” (Cocker, 2012). In the logic of mêtis and techné
opportune moments are actively searched for, created and grasped. Therefore, we consider
presencing the future and the unknown as creating the opportune time and space for
rehearsal of realities to come. Anticipative gestures therefore, in presencing should be
considered as 'kairotic' acts, “since they create a brief opportunity within the continuum of
everyday life, whose latent potential needs to be actively seized or else lost” (Cocker, 2010).
Together, mêtis and techné set conditions wherein each kairotic act itself might arise as a
new beginning, turning point and disruptive momentum. Simply, because these acts do not
spin out in all directions, “but signals towards the opening of an invitational encounter,
which produces a rupture or aperture in habitual ways of thinking and being” (Cocker, 2010).
We are convinced that these anticipative moves guided by mêtis do not only keep thinking
and making supple, but also imagination by means of ‘maybes’, ‘ifs’ and ‘perhaps-es’. In our
opinion, this is particularly fruitful for research in the field of urbanity. For instance, for
those research practices concerned with unsystematic driftings at work in the processes of
design, or for studying the manifoldness, messiness and paradoxical-ness of our daily urban
reality as well as for researching futurities by prefiguring utopian urbanisation models. The
challenge then is to move carefully through this undercurrent of possible, emergent futures
and to surface the value and meaning we attribute to urbanity by imaginatively probing the
unimagined layers of the urban condition.
It must be clear that in our research this particular time and space of presencing and making
artefactual realities, navigated by anticipation, brings forward materialized suspense’s, unprogrammed mutations and disruptions. These abysses on which the anticipator walks the
tightrope, are moving and challenging because from this uncertain and plural setting, new
sense-making ventures might arise.4. Future oriented Sense-making: cherishing the state of
becoming.
We have argued that the act of anticipation in a design context holds the aspect of making
artefacts that create openings in the fuzzy reality and act as imaginative probing instruments
in the complexity of continuously evolving transformation processes as they occur in the
field of urbanity. Research can provide analytic knowledge on the many different aspects
involved in these processes, while design then is often used to bring analyses back to a new
synthesis, which can be considered as a type of closure. Our design and artistic research is
not situated on this analytic knowledge or synthesis level. Instead, the purpose of our
research is to contribute to and inspire sense-making processes that involve emotions,
experiences and values, while relating to the uncontrollable and unpredictable nature of
becoming.
Sense-making in the general sense is a process of giving meaning to experience. Often this is
considered on the individual level, i.e. how an individual frames his or her experiences into
what might be considered a personal theory on matters. Gary Klein et al. have presented a
theory of sense-making as
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"a set of processes that are initiated when an individual or organization recognizes the
inadequacy of their current understanding of events. Sense-making is an active twoway process of fitting data into a frame and fitting a frame around the data. Neither
data nor frame comes first; data evoke frames and frames select and connect data.
When there is no adequate fit, the data may be reconsidered or an existing frame may
be revised." (Klein et al., 2006a)

This disruptive moment of recognizing the inadequacy of our understanding and
dysfunctional fits might be considered a kairotic moment, a moment where things suddenly
start to move and shift, a moment of uncertainty and opportunity. In this time-space of
unsettlement, things seem to have lost their sense. Things that were (known, framed, stable)
are propelled into a state of becoming (other, yet unknown, unstable). In this situation we
are challenged to imaginatively look for a renewed significance, to re-sign as re-attributing
meaning and value in order to make sense again. We therefore consider future oriented
sense-making as a dynamic and continuous process of becoming. Never completed, never
fixed… In the poststructuralist philosophy of Braidotti, and of many others, becoming is an
important ontological concept to counteract Being. As a consequence, ideas and concepts
become mobile entities and thereby alive.
"Becomings are the sustainable shifts or changes undergone by nomadic subjects in
their active resistance against being subsumed in the commodification of their own
diversity. Becomings are un-programmed as mutations, disruptions, and points of
resistance. Their time frame is always the future anterior, that is to say a linkage across
present and past in the act of constructing and actualising possible futures." (Braidotti,
2006)

Kairotic moments offer the time of opportunity for constructing and actualising possible
futures. In the field of urbanity changes happen slowly but frictions and disruptions happen
all the time (between individuals and their environment, between society and its
environment). The city is in a permanent state of becoming. Sense-making thus is on-going,
so individuals simultaneously shape and react to the environments they face. As they project
themselves onto this environment and observe the consequences they learn about their
identities and the accuracy of their accounts of the world (Thurlow & Mills, 2009). More
exactly, sense-making is the process of creating situational awareness and understanding in
situations of high complexity or uncertainty in order to make decisions. It is
"a motivated, continuous effort to understand connections (which can be among
people, places, and events) in order to anticipate their trajectories and act effectively."
(Klein et al. 2006b, p.71)

In this context, we feel that developing tactics of attentiveness and the competence to
anticipate can enhance both the capacity of 'seeing' (as a creative, imaginative act) Kairotic
moments and grasping the opportunities to construct and actualise possible futures. Our
argument is that design can play an important role to enable such sense-making processes.
John Forester states that in design as sense-making the communicative character is
fundamental, and with it the embodied and situated character of the design process. What is
at stake in these practical conversations, according to Forester, is "a process in which the
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giving of form and the making of sense are profoundly coterminous" (Forester, 1985, p.19)
In such processes of sense-making, plausibility is favoured over accuracy. Sense-making is
put in evidence through narratives and (pre)figurations that convey the sense that is made
of a situation. As (pre)figurations the design projects then aim to inspire rather than to
inform. Karl E. Weick states that
"in an equivocal, postmodern world, infused with the politics of interpretation and
conflicting interests and inhabited by people with multiple shifting identities, an
obsession with accuracy seems fruitless, and not of much practical help, either."
(Weick, 1979).

Sense-making processes are, in our opinion, inextricably bound up with time, space, and the
intensity of being affected. Moreover, what matters in sense-making processes is the
affective space and time that activates a sense-making process. In this affective time and
space our desire to construct something else, to become something else is incited. We
would like to state that sense-making processes driven by anticipative gestures and tactics
do not only take place in, but also create, a different temporality. It is a temporality that is
deeper, more discontinuous and connected to the time of transformation, resistance and
becoming. It is therefore a time of cherishing our becoming and embracing the
uncontrollable because the only certainty we have is that the future still remains
unpredictable because the future does not concern revealing or predicting but rather
anticipative imagining and presencing.
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